Clinical Research Project Order Form

Please complete and submit this form to the Dissertation Office as soon as possible after the final draft is approved.

Student name: ___________________________________ Date: __________________

Address:  
____________________________________________________________________  
____________________________________________________________________

Shortened title for spine (maximum of 40 characters, spaces and punctuation marks are considered characters):

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Students must order two hard bound copies of the clinical research project, one copy is for the student and one copy is for the Pacifica library. Students may order as many additional copies as they want to pay for. Hard bound copies cost 11 cents per page for duplication and $42.00 each for binding. Spiral bound copies cost 5 cents per page for duplication and $2.95 each for binding. Students must supply any images printed in color—a full set for each bound copy ordered—but there is no insertion cost. Students also may insert a CD or DVD pocket in the manuscript at a cost of $8.00 per pocket per copy. Please inform the Dissertation Office if the clinical research project will need CD/DVD pockets and if the clinical research project contains color images.

At the time of the order, Pacifica pays these charges. When a student receives the final adjusted bill, it will include fees for editing, duplicating, printing, binding, copyright, and publishing charges. Students may pay the amount directly to the business office or it will be added to their account directly during the next billing cycle. Once the shipment of bound copies arrives at Pacifica, the Dissertation Office sends them to students for distribution. Pacifica will pay the cost of mailing up to five copies of the clinical research project to students. Beyond that number of copies, students will be billed for the mailing costs.

Number of hard bound copies: _______  Number of spiral bound copies: _________
Color images?  Y _____  N _____  Number of pages with color images _________
CD pocket?  Y _____  N _____